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Dramatic photoluminescence quenching in carbon dots induced 
by cyclic voltammetry 

Y. Tiana, L. Lia, X. Guo a*,  A. Wójtowiczb, L. Estevezc, M.J. Krysmannd, A. Kelarakise* 

The study focuses on the structural rearrengements and the photoluminescent behavior of pyrolytically derived carbon dots 

when subjected to a series of cyclic voltammetry sweeps.  Although the electrical signals involved are not pronounced, 

multiple electrochemical cycling results in a progressive suppression of the photoluminescence, so that after 42 sweeps the 

intensity is reduced by one order of magnitude. At the same time, the fluorescence component stemming from the organic 

fluorophores is blue-shifted, while the contribution of the carbogenic cores is red-shifted.  XPS and FTIR spectra reveal that 

the voltammetric field induces  an extensive formation of C-O and C=O at the expences of the C=C bonds. Our findings 

indicate a close relationship between the electrochemical response and the structure of C-dots and, thus, have direct 

implications on the development of C-dots based electroluminescent materials, electrochemical sensors and solar cells. 

 

Highly photoluminescent (PL) carbogenic nanoparticles, 

otherwise known as carbon dots or C-dots, are  synthesized 

during  the decomposition of carbon superstructures such as 

graphene1, carbon fibers2, carbon nanototubes3, carbon black4 

or during the pyrolytic treatment of carbon-rich precursors, 

including abundant  materials such as natural products5, crude 

biomass6, etc. Typically, C-dots are composed of carbon, 

hydrogen and oxygen, while heteroatom doping (sulphur, 

nitrogen, boron, phosphorus, etc.) is common7-9. In principle, C-

dots exhibit characteristic excitation wavelength-dependent 

emission with high quantum yields and remarkable resistance 

to photobleaching7-9.   

Moreover, there is growing evidence to suggest that C-dots 

show low toxicity against humans and the environment and, 

thus, are often referred to as the environmental benign 

alternatives to heavy metal based quantum dots10.  Owing to 

this unique combination of promising properties, C-dots are 

systematically explored in optoelectronics11, solar 

photovoltaics12, bio-imaging13, cancer therapy13, 

photocatalysis14 and chemical sensing15. In addition, interest 

lies on the development of a new generation of 

antimicrobials16, forensic materials17,18 and 

nanothermometers19. 

Although, the PL mechanism is not fully understood,  four 

contributions have been  recognised associated to edge and 

surface defects,  quantum confinement of sp2 islands,  crosslink 

enhanced emission and the presence of organic  chromophores, 

respectively20. The persisting challenge in elucidating the PL 

mechanism in large arises from the fact that different synthetic 

strategies generate  C-dots with varying sizes and size 

distributions, shapes, heteroatom doping,  surface defects, 

functionalities,  carbonization and graphitization degrees. To 

that end, electrochemistry has been employed to synthesize 

well-defined C-dots via oxidative cleavage of the sacrifice 

carbon electrodes, to accurately tune their size and, thereby, 

their band gap as well as the oxidation state of the surface 

functional groups21. 

In this study we demonstrate for the first time that the 

application of a rather moderate electrochemical field can 

dramatically reduce the emissive intensity of C-dots, providing 

insights on the underlying photoactive mechanism. In 

particular, we focus on C-dots prepared by the pyrolytic 

treatment of a mixture of ethanolamine/citric acid at 230 oC. 

We have previously reported that the PL spectra of this type of 

C-dots can be analysed into two distinct contributions; one 

bright blue, excitation wavelength-independent contribution 

stemming from the presence of molecular fluorophores (If) and 

the excitation wavelength-dependent mode arising from the 

carbogenic cores (Ic)22.  It is now well established that citrazinic 

acid-based molecular fluorophores (λmax = 450 nm) are 

dominant at low reaction temperatures, but they are 

progressively consumed at higher temperatures where they 

undergo further crosslinking and carbonization towards the 

formation of the carbogenic cores with lower quantum yields 22-

25.  
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Figure 1. Multiple-cycle voltammograms of aqueous dispersions 

containing 0.1 mg/ml C-dots (for clarity only cycles 1,2,6,12,42 are 

shown) within the operational potential range: a) -2.0 V to 0.5 V and b) 

-1.3 V to 0.0 V. The corresponding C-dots free solutions are also 

included for comparison. 

 

A series of successive cyclic voltammograms (CV) of C-dots 

aqueous dispersions (for clarity only cycles 1,2,6,12,42 are 

shown) within the operational potential range -2.0 V to 0.5 V is 

displayed in Figure 1a. The first sweep shows a reduction peak 

at -970 mV, but upon further cycling this value gradually shifts 

towards less negative potentials approaching -870 mV at the 6th 

cycle (the oxidation peaks appear at -868 mV for all cycles). At 

the same time, the corresponding cathodic current is 

progressively reduced, revealing the occurrence of partially 

irreversible transfer reactions. Interestingly, when a narrower 

potential window is applied (Figure 1b), the currents involved 

are much weaker, indicating that the dominant redox 

mechanism is activated only at harsh potentials. Multiple-CV 

profiles  with features resembling those seen in Figure 1a, have 

been reported for graphene oxides prepared using 

permanganate oxidants and have been attributed to  cyclic 

conjugated redox couples containing ketone and carboxylic 

groups26. Likewise, single-cycle voltammographs of C-dots 

(electrode-immobilized or in the dispersed state) have been 

explained in terms of charge transfer reactions of peripheral 

units with a quinone-like structure27-29. For reference, it is noted 

that among the electro-reducible oxygen-bearing groups, 

peroxyl and epoxyl groups behave irreversibly, while isolated 

carbonyl groups are reduced reversibly but only at harsh 

potentials in excess of -2.0 V26.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  (a) FTIR spectra of C-dots prior (lower red line) and after 

(upper black line) the application of 42 CV scans. C1s XPS spectra of C-

dots prior (b) and after (c) the application of 42 CV scans. Solid lines 

refer to the data collected, while the dashed lines refer to the fitted 

curves. 

 

Experimental evidence suggests that the application of the 

electrical field results in pronounced structural rearrangements 

in C-dots. The FTIR spectra plotted in Figure 2a (ESI Table 1 

summarises the peak positions of the functional groups) show 

that the peaks centred at 935 and 850 cm-1, both corresponding 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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to bending vibration of the C=C-H bond from the sp2 carbon30, 

are dominant prior the electrochemical treatment, but are 

essentially absent after the CV scans. This observation points to 

pronounced rearrangements and breakage of the C=C bonds.  

Deconvolution of the C1s XPS spectrum of the C-dots prior the 

electrochemical treatment reveals the presence of 52% sp2 

carbon (accompanied by a well-defined π – π* satellite peak) 

compared to only 11.40% (the π – π* satellite peak becomes 

undetectable) after the application of 42 CV cycles. At the same 

time, the electrochemical treatment enhances the percentage 

of C-O from 9.07% to 35.47% and the percentage of C=O from 

2.45 % to 14.24%. In other words, XPS data confirms the 

extensive breakage of the C=C bonds and the formation of C-O 

and C=O. (Survey XPS, N1s and O1s spectra prior and after the 

electrochemical treatment are presented in ESI Figures 1 and 2, 

respectively, while ESI Tables 2 and 3 summarise the results of 

XPS analysis.)    

Despite those transformations, the morphology and the size of 

the nanoparticles are not affected by the electrical field. TEM 

imaging prior and after the CV scans (Figure 3 a and b, 

respectively) indicates the presence of spherical nanoparticles 

with narrow size distribution and average diameter close to 21 

nm in agreement with previous studies22.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. TEM images of C-dots prior (a) and after (b) the application of 

42 CV scans. 

 

PL spectroscopy provides further evidence on the structural and 

electronic rearrangements occurring during the 

electrochemical treatment. As seen in Figure 4, both the PL 

intensities Ic and If progressively drop, exhibiting more than one 

order of magnitude quenching after 42 CV cycles. Compared to 

the electrochemically untreated C-dots (black squares in Figure 

4), electrooxidized C-dots show a higher content of oxygenated 

defects that act as emissive traps and a lower degree of  

conjugation in their carbogenic core (Figure 2) that leads to  

weaker  PL emissions. 

At the same time, a striking difference between the two 

contributions is observed in Figure 4 given that If is blue-shifted 

(Figure 4a), while Ic is red-shifted (Figure 4b). In agreement with 

the trends observed for Ic, oxidation by means of strong 

oxidants (e.g. KMnO4, KIO4) generates carbonyl and epoxy 

moieties at the expenses of hydroxyl groups, causing a 10 fold 

PL quenching and a 70 nm red shift31. However, in contrast to 

the behaviour observed in this study, treatment with strong 

oxidants does not alter the sp2 content of the C-dots 31. 

Interestingly, simultaneous hydroxyl group generation and sp2 

content enhancement upon a photochemical reduction 

pathway result in pronounced PL improvements, but the effect 

has been demonstrated only for graphene quantum dots32. To 

the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that reports 

such a dramatic electrochemical response in C-dots along with 

the parallel action of a blue-shifted and a red-shifted PL 

contribution. It should be emphasised that chemical treatments 

convert strongly emissive surface reduced C-dots (“on” state) to 

their weakly emissive counterparts (“off” state) 31,32, while 

electrochemical methods afford access to a number of 

intermediate oxidation states (Figure 4), allowing fine-tuning of 

the structure and, thereby, the PL properties.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         
 

 

 
 
 
Figure 4. PL emission spectra of 10 µg/ ml aqueous dispersions of C-dots 

that have been subjected to 0,1,2,3,6,9,12,22,32,42 cyclic voltammetry 

cycles at   excitation wavelengths:  (a) 380 nm  and (b) 470 nm. The black 

dotted lines are guide to the eye. 
 

To gain further insights, we performed three control tests. First, 

citrazinic acid subjected to identical electrochemical treatment 

was found to exhibit 10% PL quenching (E.S.I. Figure 3). Second, 

the C-dots were subjected to the narrower potential window 

described in Figure 1b and showed 28% quenching after 42 CV 

cycles (E.S.I. Figure 4). Third, we considered C-dots pyrolytically 

derived from EA/CA at 300 oC (rather than at 230 oC described 

above). It is well-established that higher reaction 

temperatures23 and longer reaction times33 favour the synthesis 

of highly cross-linked carbogenic cores comprising 

(a) (b) 

(a) 

(b) 
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predominantly aromatic hydrocarbons. TEM imaging (ESI Figure 

5a) indicate the presence of spherical particles with average 

diameter 8 nm, in agreement with previous studies22. As seen in 

ESI Figure 5b, the multiple-voltammetry profiles only show 

minimal currents accompanied by a very limited PL quenching, 

e.g. 2 % reduction after 42 cycles (ESI Figure 5c). 

In a previous study, it was shown that C-dots derived by 

electrochemical etching of carbon fibbers, when subjected to 

2.5 V exhibit surface oxidation and their emission spectra are 

red-shifted by 45 nm, but their quantum yield remains 

essentially  unaltered34. 

Those observations suggest that the electrochemical response 

of C-dots critically depends upon their structure and chemical 

nature, with those pyrolytically derived at intermediate 

temperatures (230 oC) to be more prone to structural 

rearrangements and extensive quenching. 

 

 

Conclusions 
We elucidate an electrochemically activated quenching 

mechanism that is dominant in C-dots derived pyrolytically at 

intermediate temperatures. In particular, we demonstrate here 

that application of a moderate voltammetric field induces 

pronounced structural and electronic rearrangements within 

the surface (generation of oxygenated defects) as well as the 

interior of the carbogenic cores (lower degree of conjugation) 

giving rise to dramatic PL quenching. Our findings suggest that 

the electrochemical response of C-dots largely depends on the 

nature of the  carbogenic core and this behaviour might play a 

pronounced role in key-applications related to 

electroluminescent materials, electrochemical sensors and 

solar cells. 
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